In this paper we present a definition of an umbilical hypersurface in an w-dimensional space M of affine connection. Some properties of such hypersurfaces are found when M is assumed to be projectively flat.
tively flat.
In general we follow the notation in [3] but adopt the positioning of indices used in [4] . Thus the usual summation convention holds. Greek indices range over the dimension of M, Latin indices take the values 1, 2, • • • , n = m -1. Let ea be a base field and wa the dual 1-forms associated with it. We assume the connection on M to be torsion-free which implies that [3, p. 62] (1) 0 = dw" + w\ A wx.
We also make use of the second Cartan structural equation [3, p. 63] (2) R'e = dw"? + w\ A wV
For any vector V on M we define a 1-form Rp(V) as follows:
On account of the first Bianchi identity which is valid because of (1) [4, p. 5l] we find that For m = 2, P"o is identically zero and a projectively flat space is then defined by (6) .
In dealing with a hypersurface N we let the vectors ei be tangent to N and let em be the local "normal" [l, pp. Theorem. An umbilical hypersurface N of a projectively flat space M is itself projectively flat.
Proof. Using (7), (8), (1) we infer Rhh = Rhh. Now we rewrite Pmm = 0 by means of (5) and (4) and get (9) mR\ = im+ l)R»h.
Also, expressing P'",(X, em) =0 with the aid of (5) leads to
for a vector X belonging to N. Relations (7) and (8) yield
If we apply the definition (3) to N we conclude from (9), (10), (11) that
Combination of (5), (7), (8), (9), (12) gives 77= P*',. This tells us that N is projectively flat if n is at least 3. For n = 2 we make use of (5) to change PhmiX, eh) =0 to P*m(X, en) -in -l)RmiX) =0. On the other hand, (2) in conjunction with (8) and (1) more precise to say that N is umbilical with respect to the normal Z. We now think of N as one of a family of hypersurfaces and postulate that (15) is valid when X is taken equal to Z. In this case DzZ is proportional to Z and the trajectories of the family whose tangent vector is Z are geodesies. Thus, we have a family of parallel umbilical hypersurfaces [2] . Such hypersurfaces exist when solutions Z of (15) can be found for arbitrary X. The situation is elucidated by the following.
Theorem.
For m>2, equations (15) Proof. In view of (1) 
If we first assume that solutions of (15) exist in all directions, the first Bianchi identity may be applied to 3 independent vectors X, Y, Z, m being greater than 2. This allows for a modified form of (16), namely
We notice at once that g must be linear in the first slot also and make Z = e$ for simplification.
Furthermore, setting g(e$, X)=gp(X), (17) appears in the form p«0 = -"r* A & -wx A ix«"fl.
From (3) it is now easily seen that Rp=ga and (5) gives the desired result, P"^ = 0. In addition, g(Z, X)=w*(Z)Rx(X). Because of (18) we find that FxAw'x/3= -w*A~R\ and then, since (6) holds, (19) is a consequence of (20 Addendum. In comparison with spaces of constant curvature [2] , one might be inclined to multiply the vector em occurring in the definition (8) by some factor. This, however, would not materially alter our proofs because of the absence of a metric. Similarly, we could use the additional definition wmm = 0 for vectors on N, which means that the derivative of em is tangent to N. Then, on account of (1), wmh/\wh = 0, and owing to the definition (8) we infer from (2) that P'"m = 0. Since Pmm = 0, (5) and (4) now tell us that P\ = 0, and because of (9), we also find P7 = 0. This means that the connection of N preserves volume [5, p. 144 ].
